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Agenda
• Outline of IO4 & Choice of off-the-shelf games for use
• What we are doing currently
• What we plan
• Your input/time for collaborative ideas 



Outline of IO4



How have the games been chosen? 
Following IO1 Report - The Language Data and Project Specialist Profile



How have the games been chosen? 
Based on Cost, Popularity, Duration of Play, Game Features



How have the games been chosen? 
Game Preferences Survey identified characteristics of target audience



What is the scope of IO4? 
Task 1 - Adaptation of Existing Educational Games



What is the scope of IO4? 
Task 2 - Content Adaptation



What is the scope of IO4? 
Task 3 - Manuals and Best Practices 



What is the scope of IO4? 
Task 4 - Self-perception study about engagement through games  



Where are we at? 
1. Game Preferences Survey to determine target audience characteristics 
2. Identification of possible off-the-shelf games + IDG games that might 

potentially be used 
3. The choice of 1 study unit to inspire a simple game that can be made use 

of (prototype level)
4. Development of a framework for the game so that the content is able to be 

customised by the academics (Github availability) + instructions about 
how to customise this (can go to task 4.3)



What should we aim for? 
1. To propose a few games (from the list or others) that can be included as 

part of the study-unit / learning content proposed; 
2. To think of ways of how off-the-shelf games can be included as either ice-

breakers, introduction to topics, follow-up, or ideas for student reflection
3. To think of ways in which the proposed game scenarios can be used (in 

part or in full) within the sample learning content or proposed content 
4. To build up on UZH into thinking/reflecting which topic would lend itself to 

a game, and what type of game would you see as most suitable - what 
additional game functionalities would you see as important for this game? 



Your Task for today: 
1. To work in break out rooms, and identify possible games (including lives in 

transit) about how they can be used as they are [look at the 
gamedescriptors/game scenario files]

2. To think about the simplest framework (which includes the functionalities 
you might need) for a game, which you would be able to customise 
according to your topic/course

3. To integrate the game scenario details into the learning content deliverables
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